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Process Optimization for Circuit Card A'Ssembly Award No. DDM-9215467 
PART II- SlUMMARY OF COMPL:ETED PR<>JECf (for public use) 
The objective of this research is to establish the methodological foundation for 
computer aided process planning of ]printed cin:uit card assemblies. Our focus includes the 
development of comprehensive models for representing both the assemblies and the 
technologies of assembly, developing models of the assembly process organization and 
operation, developing models and necessary mt~thods for generating process plans, and 
demonstrating methodological developments through case studies in industry. 
Algorithms are needed to solve several problems, ranging from single board single 
machine pro~cess optimization to formin~ groups of boards to run on multiple production 
lines. For all of these problems, each mdividual case of the problem will be different, 
due to both mechanical and procedural variations at the site. The research task for this 
three year project is to find generic n-rodels to each problem so that useful generic solution 
methods can be derived. The idea is that one would need to add site-specific elements for 
any actual in1plementation, but it should be easier to build and evaluate a solution based 
on our generic models and heuristics. 
Another major research challenge is to design heuristics that are general enough to 
operate on generic solution forms, yet :provide solutions of good quality at reasonable 
computational expense. The research 1s proce~~ding along three major avenues: objective 
function based optimization, approximate decomposition into classical combinatorial 
optimization problems, and mathematical programming. 
PART III· TECHNICAL INFORMATliON (for program management use) 
J.C. Ammons, M. Carlyle, L. Cranmer, G.W. DeF•u.y, K.P. Ellis, L.F. McGinnis, C.A. Tovey and 
H. Xu, "Component Allocation to Balanc:e Workload in Printed Circuit Card Assembly 
Systerns," submitted to liE Transactions, 1993. 
Baxter, Lawr1ence A., Sarid Baxter, allld Craig Tovey, "A Simple Heuristic to Minimize 
Makespan on Parallel Processors with Unequal Capacities," submitted to Operations 
Research as a Technical Note, 1993. 
L.F. McGinnis, J.C. Ammons, C.)h.. Tovey, "Circuit Card .Assembly Process Planning," 
Proceedings of the ASME Winter Annual Meeting, New Orleans, LA, November 20-
Decernber 1, 1993. 
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Process Optimization for Circulit Card Assembly Award No. DDM-9215467 
1. BRIEF SUMMARY OF OVERAIJL PROGRESS 
The objective of this research is to establish the methodological foundation for 
computer aided process planning of printed cir~cuit card assemblies. Our focus includes the 
development of con1prehensive models for representing both the assemblies and the 
technologies of assembly, developing models of the assembly process organization and 
operation, developing models and nc~cessary mtethods for generating process plans, and 
demonstrating n1ethodological developments through case studies in industry. 
Algorithms are needed to solve several problems, ranging from single board single 
machine process optimization to formin~ groups of boards to run on multiple production 
lines. For all of these problems, each Individual case of the problem will be different, 
due to both mechanical and procedural variations at the site. The research task for this 
three year project is to find generic models to each problem so that useful generic solution 
methods can be derived. The idea is that one would need to add site-specific elements for 
any actual in1plementation, but it should be easier to build and evaluate a solution based 
on our generic models and heuristics. 
This project has been funded for two years. During this time we have developed 
models and solution approaches to 1) o_ptimize: machine feeder setup and placement 
sequencing for one board type for specific placement e:quipment models, and 2) allocate 
component types to machine in order to balance the workload among machines. The 
algorithms·have been implemente:d and models verifie~ and validated using case studies 
from several industry partners. This past year our efforts have included 1) algorithmic 
development and implementation of process optimization algorithms for the Universal 
4780 placem.ent machine, 2) extension of initial results for component allocation to better 
incorporate machine operation considerations:, and 3) investigation of interrelated 
problems and associated models for decisions ·which are at higher levels in the setup 
management hierarchy. 
Thus far our research has broken new ground with comprehensive models and 
solution approaches which fit a variety of electronic production environments. Case study 
validation in industry had indicated significant production efficiencies, with some 
comEanies reporting savings in the range of several million dollars per year. In addition, 
sigmficant savings of engineering effort have bee~n confirmed. Specific results have been 
reported as follows. 
Refereed Publications 
J.C. Ammons, M. Carlyle, L. Cranmer, G.W. DePuy, K.P. Ellis, 
L.F. McGinnis, C.A. Tovey, and H. Xu, "Component Allocation to 
Balance Workload in Printed Circuit Card Assembly Systems," 
submitted to liE Transactions,. 1993. 
Baxter, Lawrence A., Sarid Baxter, and Craig Tovey, "A Simple Heuristic to Minimize 
Make~span on Parallel Processors with Unequal Capacities," submitted to Operations 
Research as a Technical Note, 1993. 
Conference Proceedings 
L.F. McGinnis, J.C. Ammons, and C.A. Tovey, "Circuit Card Assembly 
Process Planning," Proceedings ASME Winter Annual Meeting, 
New Orleans, Louisiana, November 29- December 1, 1993. 
J.C. Ammons, G.W. DePuy, K.P. Ellis1, M. Fisher, L .. F. McGinnis, and 
C.A. Tovey, "Process Optimization for Circuit Card Assembly," 
Proceedings of the 1994 NSF (]rantees Conference on Design and 
Manufacturing Systems Research, Cambridge, Massachusetts, January 
5-7, 1994. 
Presentation~ 
"Setup Management in Electronic Assembly Systems" 
1994 Graduate Symposium: Tc::~chnology Transfer- Real Research for 
a Real World Atlanta, Georgia,, February 17, 1994. 
"Component Allocation to Balance Workloads in Electronic Assembly" 
1994 Graduate Symposium: Technology Transfer- Real Re:search for 
a Real World Atlanta, Georgia. February 17, 1994. 
"Process Optimization for Printed Circuit Card Assembly" 
.Manufacturing Engineering Seminar 
Auburn Univerisity, Alabama, April12, 1994. 
"New Results on the Old K-Opt Algorithm for the Traveling Salesman 
Problem," TIMS/ORSA Conference 
Boston, Massachusetts, April24-27, 1994. 
"Electronic A.ssembly Research" 
Industrial Engineering Researc:h Conference 
Atlanta, Georgia, May 18-19, 1994. 
"Process Optimization for Printed Circuit Card Assembly" 
Second Annual Border Conference on Manufacturing and the Environment 
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2. FAVORABLEDEVELOPMENTS 
The National Science Foundation grant has been leveraged with funding from the Georgia Tech 
Manufacturing Research Center, a consortium of industry contributors which include Ford 
Electronics, Motorola, AT&T, and MICOM. The industry interaction provides an excellent 
'11 • 
environment for problem definition, model formulation, and case study development. An 
algorithmic implementation for single board optimization of a specific type of placement 
equipment has been delivered to engineers within e:ach of these companies. 
3. CHANGES IN PLAN FOR WORK IN 1UPCt0M][NG YEAR 
No major changes are planned. The focus of our work will be driven by the original research 
plan submitted in our proposal to the NSF, the spedfic production interests of the companies 
listed above, and the reality that during the upcoming year two of the students will be finishing 
their dissertations on component allocation/workload balance and on setup management decision 
strategies. 
4. OTHER PERTINENT INFORMA JriON 
Mark Fisher, one of the students employed by this project, received his Masters Science of 
Computer Science in 1994 and is now· ,Norking in industry. The project now employs two femal 
Ph.D. students in Industrial Engineering. 
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NSF Grant Conditions (Article17, GC··1, and Ar1ticle 8, FDP-11) 1require submission of a Final 
Project Report (NSF Form 98A) to tlhe NSF Program Officer no later than 90 days after the 
expiration of the' award. Final Project: Reports ·jforr- expired awards must be received! 
before new awards can be made (NSF= Grants Policy Manua~ Section 340). 
Below, or on a separate page attached to this fonn, provide a summary of the completed projects and technical 
information. Be sure to include your name and award numb,er on each separat~e page. See below for more instructions. 
PART II -SUMMARY OF COMPLE1rED PROJECT (for public use) 
The summary (about 200 words) must be self-contained and inteliigible to a scientifically or technically literate reader. 
Without restating the project title, it should begin with a topic sentence stating the project's major thesis. The summary 
should include, if pertinent to the project being described, tht! following items: 
• The primary objectives and scope of the project 
• The techniques or approaches used only to the degree1 necessauy for comprehension 
• The findings and implications stated! as concisely and rinfonnatively as PCISSible 
The thrust of this project was to establish a methodological foundation for computer aided 
process planning for printed circuit card assembly. The goal was to d~~velop an approach and the 
necessary methodologies and t<>ols to all<>w circ:uit c:a.rd assembly manufacturers to determine the 
optimal strategy for circuit card assembly, and to rapidly generate optimal or near-optimal plans. 
The objective was to maximize total production rate over a desired product mix. The constraints 
were the equipment capabilities, including material handling, the products' bills of materials, 
component, technologies, and the prodluc:tion plan (quantities and lot sizes required) for some 
planning horizon. Our research challeng•~ was to find generic qualities or characteristics about 
each problem so that we could derive useful generic solution methods. The idea is that one would 
need to add site-specific elements for any actuall implernentation, but it should be easier to build 
and evaluate a specific solution based on our generic: rnodels and heuristics. 
Two types of results were obtained fi·om the research. First, models and algorithms were 
developed for the process optimization for a range of assembly equipment types. These 
algorithms were demonstrated using case study data. fr·om actual circuit card assembly operations. 
Ultimately, these algorithms should provide the basis for automated or semi-automated process 
planning tools. Such tools enable procc~ss plannen; to create higher quality process plans, with 
much shorter lead times than is currently possible. Th«~ potential benefit to manufacturing is faster 
response to changing req'9irements and continuous iJ:nprovement of the assembly process. 
Second, given a particular setup manage:ment strategy, models and algorithms were developed for 
optimizing the assignment of compone:nts among assembly equipment and the grouping and 
sequencing of card types within the as:sembly system material flow. In addition, the research 
explored methc)ds for -comparing alternative setup managenrtent strategies and for selecting the 
best strategy for a given situation. 
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Senior Post Graduate Under· Other 
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. A. Total, U.S. Citizens 2 1 0 0 1 3 1 0 
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